
Martial Arts 771 

Chapter 771: It’s Better To Kill Him 

The blue-haired young man raised his hand and displayed the special-looking black wristwatch he was 

wearing. 

“This is my personal terminal. Once you kill the owner, you can renew the login and become the new 

owner of this personal terminal,” the blue-haired young man spoke like a robot. 

Silence. 

Everyone’s expression turned strange. 

Would the blue-haired young man slap himself if he was awake? 

Kill the owner and you would become the new owner! 

Was it alright to say this secret aloud? 

Everyone looked at Wang Teng. As expected, they saw a chilling and weird expression on his face. He 

was looking at the blue-haired young man like a butcher walking toward his livestock with a knife. 

How scary! 

They finally had a clearer understanding of Wang Teng’s Bewitch skill. With this ability, it would be 

extremely simple for Wang Teng to know other people’s secrets. 

Everyone shivered in fear when they thought of their secrets being sucked out from the bottom of their 

hearts so easily. Their gaze turned vigilant when they looked at him again. 

This young man was dangerous. They must stay away from him. 

They must never offend him! 

Wang Teng disregarded their expressions. He took off the blue-haired young man’s personal terminal 

and snapped his fingers. 

The blue-haired young man trembled. His gaze turned lively again. 

He was awake. 

After a moment of confusion, the blue-haired young man finally realized what he had done. His face 

turned white. He stared at Wang Teng in bewilderment. 

“You, you, you…” He pointed at Wang Teng and stammered. 

“Stop stuttering, I just asked a few simple questions. Why do you look as if you got bullied?” Wang Teng 

snapped back. 

The crowd was speechless. 

Was it honestly a few simple questions? 

He almost got his entire ancestral lineage! 



“My personal terminal!” The blue-haired young man screamed when he saw his wristwatch in Wang 

Teng’s hand. His face turned paler. 

“Don’t be nervous. Relax. I’ve gotten all the answers I want. It’s useless for you to be worried,” Wang 

Teng said calmly. 

The blue-haired young man was on the brink of tears. He was about to have a breakdown. 

He felt that the other party wanted to kill him. This feeling was extremely strong. It sent chills down his 

spine. 

Yet, this fellow was asking him to relax. 

Relax your head! My life is in your hands and you’re still making jokes about it. This is too much. 

“You can’t kill me. If you kill me, the Lan family will come and look for you,” the blue-haired young man 

shouted. 

Wang Teng ignored him. He turned to the other martial warriors and said, “I’ve asked everything I 

wanted. Do you have anything else? If not…” 

He didn’t finish his sentence, but they knew what he was hinting at. 

If not, he would kill this blue-haired young man. 

Ruthless! 

What a savage young man! 

This fellow was vicious. 

Different expressions appeared on their faces. Their fear of Wang Teng reached new heights. 

“The Lan family is a powerful faction, many times more powerful than Earth. If we kill him, they might 

take revenge,” Commander Yong frowned and said. 

Many people had the same thought. They looked at Wang Teng but didn’t dare to speak up. After all, 

the scripture was in Wang Teng’s hand. If they offended him, they would lose the chance to break 

through. It would be a huge loss. 

“Even if we don’t kill him, they might not let us go,” Wang Teng replied calmly. 

“Well…” Commander Yong didn’t know what to say. He understood the logic, but he was still hesitant 

since it would affect the entire Country Xia. 

He wasn’t the only one. The Leader of martial arts and the other two commanders felt the same way. 

But they had to admit that Wang Teng was right. Some things couldn’t be solved by compromise. 

“No, if you let me go, I promise I won’t take revenge…” The blue-haired young man guaranteed. He 

panicked when he realized that Wang Teng would really kill him regardless of the consequences. 

In front of death, nothing was important, including pride and status. Now, he finally understood that he 

was no different from a normal person. 



The blue-haired young man felt humiliated and downcasted. He never imagined that he would have to 

beg for mercy in front of an Earthling, hoping that he would spare his life. 

“In that case, I’ll let you go.” Wang Teng touched his chin and nodded. He seemed touched by the blue-

haired young man’s sincerity. 

“Really?” The blue-haired young man was stunned. He stared at Wang Teng in disbelief and joy. 

Everyone was surprised too. They didn’t know that Wang Teng was so easy to convince. 

From the way he looked at the blue-haired young man a moment ago, they didn’t think that he would 

agree. He seemed intent on killing the other party. 

However… 

“No!” Wang Teng replied indifferently. 

The blue-haired young man’s expression distorted. 

No?! 

This devil was playing with him! 

The blue-haired young man had a mental breakdown. His eyes turned bloodshot. They were burning 

with flames of anger. 

“Look at your eyes. It’s so scary. You will definitely seek revenge in the future. I think it’s better to kill 

you.” Wang Teng pretended to be frightened. He sounded as if the blue-haired young man was the one 

who wanted to kill him. 

The blue-haired young man: … 

Silence. 

Everyone was dumbfounded by Wang Teng’s shamelessness. 

“You will die a terrible death. Don’t think about living in peace after you kill me. The Lan family will take 

revenge for me—” The blue-haired young man knew that he wouldn’t be spared, so he started 

threatening Wang Teng with a vicious gaze. 

Swoosh! 

Before he could finish his sentence, a soft sound was heard. A blood-red flower blossomed on the blue-

haired young man’s forehead. 
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“Indeed, it’s better to kill him,” Wang Teng mumbled to himself as he lowered his finger. 

There was unwillingness and hatred in the blue-haired young man’s eyes. His lifeless body fell to the 

ground with a thump. 



The entire control room was dead silent. You could hear a pin drop. 

Was the blue-haired young man dead? 

Wang Teng killed him before anyone could react. 

The crowd only regained their senses after some time. Their expressions turned grim. Wang Teng killed 

the young man, so they would need to worry about the revenge from the Lan family now. 

This was a family that owned three life planets. They didn’t have the power to confront it. 

Wang Teng wasn’t as worried. He looked at the ground. 

After killing the blue-haired young man, a few attribute bubbles had dropped from his body. 

Get it! 

Imperial Realm Spirit*132 

Imperial Realm Enlightenment*145 

Constellation Force (Water)*2400 

Ultimate Stage Water Talent*650 

Thousand Crashing Ripples·Water Element Ultima*520 

… 

Wang Teng’s eyes lit up. He felt that the blue-haired young man had died a worthy death. 

He died for a reason! 

Both his Spirit and Enlightenment were at the Imperial Realm, and he dropped more than a hundred 

points for each. 

Wang Teng’s Spirit and Enlightenment were getting closer and closer to achieving a breakthrough. 

Then, there were 2400 points of constellation Force. After advancing to the planetary stage, the number 

of Force attributes needed to advance a level was extremely high. The limit of the first-level planetary 

stage was ten thousand points. Wang Teng was worried that his progression speed would slow down, 

but it seemed like he was overthinking. 

Killing a planetary-stage martial warrior gave him 2400 points of constellation Force. He would be able 

to advance after killing a few of them. 

Very good! 

Planetary-stage martial warriors were wealthy fellows. 

There were no planetary-stage martial warriors on Earth, but there must be many in the universe. 
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As expected of a talent from the universe. The blue-haired young man possessed ultimate stage water 

talent, and he dropped 650 points of the talent. 

Rarely any martial warriors on Earth dropped so many points of talents at once. 

Ultimate Stage Water Talent: 2210/5000 

His talent increased from 1560 to 2210. The increment speed was fast. 

Wang Teng wondered what was after the ultimate stage. At that time, how powerful would his talent 

become? 

The last attribute bubble was the ultima attribute bubble. 

As the attribute bubbles merged into his body, memory fragments appeared in Wang Teng’s mind. 

Waves, sword glows, a figure… 

These memory fragments were regarding the enlightenment of the Thousand Crashing Ripples. They 

floated into his mind and became part of his memory. 

Boom! 

A white light flashed past, and a glaring sword glow burst in Wang Teng’s mind. Layers of waves tossed 

and turned amidst the sword glow. 

This ultima was extremely powerful! 

Wang Teng opened his eyes. A flash of blue sword glow blinked in them. It gave off a frightening aura. 

Thousand Crashing Ripples·Water Element Ultima: 480/500 (second level) 

In an instant, Wang Teng’s Thousand Crashing Ripples rose from the first level to the second level. The 

effect increased greatly. 

The blue-haired young man had practiced hard for many years before reaching the third level of the 

ultima. Yet, Wang Teng managed to attain the second level just by picking up attributes, taking less than 

a day. 

Comparison made one infuriated! 

Chapter 772: Remember To Raise Money When You Go Back 

The ultima was higher than the conscious level. It was harder to comprehend. You could say that anyone 

who reached the ultima level was the cream of the crop. 

Raising the level of their ultima was more difficult. Each level was harder than the previous one. You 

would need high enlightenment and plenty of opportunities to upgrade your ultima continuously. 

If the conscious level was an entry-level luxury item, the ultima stage was the real luxury brand. Normal 

people wouldn’t be able to afford it. 

All in all, the ultima stage was a high-end product. 



Mind you, ever since Wang Teng received the Strength of Ultima, it hadn’t increased much. 

Unlike the Thousand Crashing Ripples, which had already risen to the second level, the difference in 

advancement speed was vast. 

He was working hard to pick up attributes, but there weren’t many martial warriors on Earth who had 

reached the ultima stage. It was like finding a cock that could lay eggs and a pig that could climb a tree. 
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Wang Teng felt a little helpless~ 

However, things were getting better. The arrival of aliens on Earth opened a new path for him. There 

were numerous attributes he could pick up on this path, attributes he had never gotten before. 

The future was beautiful. 

However, Wang Teng wasn’t very satisfied with the attribute bubbles this time… 

The blue-haired young man didn’t drop any scriptures?! 

Pfft, rubbish! 

Wang Teng was furious and contemptuous. Then, he thought of something and muttered to himself, 

“What was this fellow’s name? I forgot to ask his name just now. Never mind, he’s dead, so there’s no 

use knowing his name.” 

He shook his head and threw the blue-haired young man’s corpse into his space fragment. Then, he 

looked up at everyone. 

Everyone was surprised when they saw the blue-haired young man’s corpses disappearing. They thought 

that Wang Teng had kept it in his space ring. 

They couldn’t say anything. This was Wang Teng’s spoil of war. 

“Why are you looking at me? The meeting hasn’t ended,” Wang Teng said. 

The attendees were speechless. 

So you do know that the meeting hasn’t ended. 

Do we look like we were in a meeting a moment ago? 

The Leader of martial arts knocked on the table helplessly and attracted everyone’s attention. “Since we 

know the purpose of the aliens’ invasion, it will be easier for us to come up with a plan. Wang Teng, 

you’re the only one who has the right to fight for a slot in the Saint Star Pagoda. What’s your opinion?” 

Wang Teng pondered before answering, “Actually, there isn’t much we can do now. First, you will need 

to work hard in your cultivation after getting the planetary stage scripture from me. I hope that you can 

achieve your breakthrough as soon as possible. As for the second matter…” 



He paused and glanced around him. Then, he smiled, revealing his white teeth. “We need to be 

proactive and attack and catch the alien invaders. I’ll turn their trial into a joke!” 

Everyone was stunned. They stared at Wang Teng in astonishment. 

“You plan to catch all the alien invaders?” Commander Hong exclaimed. He looked at Wang Teng as if he 

were a maniac. 

“Why not?” Wang Teng asked indifferently. 

“Erm… nothing.” Commander Hong choked on his own words. He wanted to say that Wang Teng was 

too daring and overestimated his ability. However, he remembered all the events he had gone through. 

All his words had come true. He wasn’t boasting. 

“Well, it’s decided then. Do what you’re supposed to do and leave the aliens to me. I’ll catch them.” 

Wang Teng stood up from his seat and stretched his back. Waving his hands, he walked out of the 

meeting room. 

The others looked at his back view and exchanged glances with one another. For a moment, they didn’t 

know what to do. 

When Wang Teng reached the door, he suddenly stopped. He turned and said, “Oh right, if you want the 

scripture, remember to bring enough money. You can exchange for it with other things if you don’t have 

enough cash. I’m not picky.” 

He disappeared afterward. 

Silence. 

Everyone was puzzled. They had a bad feeling. 

But Wang Teng had already left. He didn’t give them a chance to enquire more about it. 

“Wait, we have to buy it?” 

“How much is it? Is it expensive?” 

“That’s a brainless question. It’ll definitely be expensive. I knew that this fellow was up to no good. I got 

happy for nothing.” 

“Can I pay in installments? My family is poor. We have no money!” 

“What do you think…” 

… 

Everyone started discussing. There was frustration in their tones. 

“Cough~” 

The Leader of martial arts had a strange expression on his face. He coughed and said, “Stop complaining. 

This is a planetary stage scripture. We’re lucky to have the chance to get it. Go back and raise some 

money to buy it from Wang Teng.” 



The instant he spoke, everyone felt even more exasperated. Alright, alright, they would go back and 

raise money! 

“Leader, Wang Teng is going to target the alien invaders. Do we need to make some preparations?” 

Commander Yong hesitated before asking. 

The Leader shook his head and gave a sad smile. “Wang Teng is right. The only thing we can do now is to 

raise our ability. Let him handle the rest. I believe that he can do it since he’s so confident. Let’s wait for 

him to take over the entire trial.” 

Everyone was astounded. The Leader trusted Wang Teng wholeheartedly! 

What poison did Wang Teng feed the Leader? Why did he believe so much in him? 

“Disperse.” The Leader of martial arts waved his hand. “Remember to raise money when you go back.” 

Everyone: … 

“Oh right, try to raise more money,” the leader of martial arts added. 

Everyone: … 

O(╥_╥)o 

All the important figures were frustrated and helpless. After leaving the control room, they rushed to 

their homes. 

They might complain loudly when they were asked to raise money, but they were extremely 

hardworking in their actions. 

… 

Wang Teng went directly to his lodging in the military. 

In the little villa. 

Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia were playing with a little child at home. Well, you couldn’t say that they were 

playing. They were actually practicing martial arts. 

However, the child was too young. She looked like she was playing when she moved her little arms and 

legs. 

Wang Teng burst out laughing when he saw this scene, especially upon noticing the serious expression 

on Doudou’s small and chubby face. He found it funny. 

This little girl has grown plumper! 

Wang Teng muttered in his heart. 

“Brother, you’re back!” Doudou’s black eyes lit up when she saw Wang Teng’s figure. Her short legs 

shuttled back and forth as she ran towards him. 

She threw her hands behind like a little fat kite in the air. 



She came in front of Wang Teng within a few seconds before putting on her brakes. Then, she raised her 

little head and asked him in a sincere tone, “Brother, are you done with your work?” 

Chapter 773: Five Bowls Of Rice, Five Bowls Of Rice 

Two bright and large eyes shimmered on the little fat face. She looked at Wang Teng cutely. 

It was so adorable! 

Wang Teng’s heart melted. He knew that he had been busy with cultivation recently and neglected this 

little girl. 

Doudou was also extremely sensible. She didn’t disturb him and only dared to ask him now. 

Wang Teng felt a little ashamed. He immediately gave her a smile and said, “Yes, I’m done. Why don’t I 

play with you?” 

“Really?” Little Doudou didn’t expect this answer. She was stunned. She stared at her brother with wide 

eyes filled with disbelief. 

“Of course, your brother never lies,” Wang Teng said firmly. 

“Wow, this is great!” Little Doudou jumped on the spot and pounced on Wang Teng. “Brother, hug~” 

“Oh my, you little chubby kid.” Wang Teng laughed and caught Doudou in a hurry. He pinched her nose. 

Doudou pulled a long and chubby face at him. She was slightly embarrassed when she said, “I’m not 

fat… I’m just growing.” 

Wang Teng chuckled in his heart. He didn’t expose her and smiled instead. “That’s right, you’re still 

growing. You need to eat more.” 

“Yes.” Little Doudou nodded fervently. “I eat a lot. I can eat three bowls of rice in a meal.” 

Wang Teng was shocked. 

Oh my, this little girl has a good appetite! 

Please don’t raise her into a heavy little fatty. 

He thought of something and realized the reason. Activating his Eyes of Essence, he looked at Doudou. 

He immediately saw her physique. 

As expected, this little girl had made a small achievement in her cultivation. 

She was a beginner-stage martial disciple! 

Oh my! 

A five years old little girl managed to become a beginner-stage martial disciple. Could you imagine it? 

Wang Teng wondered what he was doing when he was five years old. 

He was probably playing with sand. 



He immediately gave a reserved and proud smile. He felt that he was a useless person when he was 

young. He touched Doudou’s mushroom hair and praised her. “Doudou, you’re amazing.” 

Little Doudou thought that Wang Teng was complimenting her for eating, so her smile got wider. She 

rubbed her belly and said shyly, “I think I can eat five bowls, but I’m too embarrassed to ask.” 

Wang Teng: … 

I thought you already eat a lot, but I was too naive. 

You can eat more than that. 

Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia gave weird expressions when they heard their conversation. They tried to 

control their laughter, but they couldn’t hold it back… 

Hahaha~ 

“Sister, why are you laughing?” Doudou asked curiously. 

“Oh, haha, nothing. I thought of something funny.” Lin Chuxia was the first to stifle her laughter. She 

quickly waved her hand. 

“Are you laughing at me for eating too much?” Doudou was puzzled. 

“No, eating is a good thing. Why would we laugh at you?” Lin Chuhan quickly straightened herself. 

“That’s right. I get envious when I see you eating so much,” Lin Chuxia spouted nonsense. 

“Really? Why don’t you eat five bowls of rice with me today?” Doudou asked. 

Lin Chuxia felt that she had shot herself in the foot. She was rendered speechless. 

“That’s right, your Sister Chuxia will eat five bowls of rice with you.” Wang Teng made the decision for 

her. 

Lin Chuxia almost cried. 

I don’t want to become a rice bucket…  

She glared at Wang Teng bitterly. She almost charged forward and fought with him. 

Lin Chuhan was working hard to keep her laughter in check. This time, she did it. She was afraid that 

Wang Teng would ask her to eat five bowls of rice if she laughed. 

Five bowls of rice were nothing to a martial warrior, but she was a lady. There was no reason for her to 

eat so much. Also, they were having dinner with the Wang family today. If the Wang family saw her 

devouring bowl after bowl, they might laugh at her. 

Wang Teng accompanied Doudou to practice martial arts and taught her how to cultivate after she 

became a beginner-stage martial disciple. Ever since he realized this little girl’s exceptional gift, he 

decided to groom her properly so that her talent wouldn’t go to waste. 

One should start practicing martial arts from a young age! 



Based on her current progress, Doudou would be able to become an advanced-stage martial disciple 

after a year. 

A six years old advanced-stage martial disciple! This was heaven-defying! 

He was bringing up a little genius. Wang Teng felt proud just thinking about it. 

Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia liked Doudou too. They accompanied the pair at the side. 

Doudou was overjoyed. Normally, she was always alone. This was the first time there were so many 

people with her. The courtyard was filled with her sweet and cheerful laughter. Her eyes formed a thin 

line as she smiled happily. 

Soon, it was time for dinner. Li Xiumei came out in an apron and called, “Stop practicing. Wash your 

hands and prepare to eat.” 

“Alright!” Wang Teng carried Doudou up and walked into the house. “Come, let’s eat five bowls of rice.” 

“Five bowls of rice, five bowls!” Doudou repeated his words enthusiastically as if eating five bowls of rice 

was something to be proud of. She was influenced by Wang Teng. 

Lin Chuxia was depressed. She wore a sad face as she walked behind them. 

… 

Everyone from the Wang family was present at the dining table. The blue-haired young man had 

brought the whole family to Capital Xia. What an unexpected turn of events. 

Lin Chuhan’s family was also present. 

This was the first time the Lin family was sitting with the Wang family. No one expected it to happen like 

this. 

Wang Shengguo and Li Xiumei invited them to the table enthusiastically. 

Wang Teng specially placed Doudou and Lin Chuxia together. Then, he served a bowl of rice personally 

to each of them. The rice was piled up like a small hill. 

“Eat, we’ll continue practicing afterward.” Wang Teng signaled them to start eating. 

“Why are you serving so much rice to a lady?” Li Xiumei reprimanded him gently. 

Li Xiumei nodded her head fervently. She hoped that Li Xiumei could save her from her predicament. 

“Mom, you don’t understand. Martial warriors need to eat more. You might not know, but Doudou is 

already a beginner-stage martial disciple,” Wang Teng replied. 

“What? Doudou is a beginner-stage martial disciple?!” Wang Shengguo was dumbstruck. 

The other members of the Wang family looked over and fixed their gazes on Doudou. They were 

bewildered. 

“That’s right.” Wang Teng nodded. 



They all gasped after Wang Teng’s confirmation and looked at Doudou as if she were some rare animal. 

“No wonder this little girl became stronger lately. A few days ago, she carried my vegetable basket for 

me without much effort.” Li Xiumei was enlightened. 

“Why didn’t you say earlier?” Wang Shengguo felt speechless. 

“How would I know? I thought that she became stronger because she practiced with our son,” Li Xiumei 

replied innocently. 

“Hahaha, our family has a dragon already, but it looks like we’ll have another phoenix in the future.” 

Grandpa Wang laughed heartily. 

Wang Shengjun and Wang Shenghong were envious. 

Look at their brother. His son was an exceptional talent, and the daughter they picked up from the 

street was a genius too. 

Then look at their family. None of the younger ones was talented in martial arts. 

In this era, martial arts was the only way to succeed. 

Doudou noticed everyone staring at her. She bit her chopsticks and asked timidly, “Am I eating too 

much?” 

“No, not at all. Eat all you want. If you ever get hungry, tell me. Grandpa will buy food for you.” Grandpa 

Wang laughed. 

“Thank you, Grandpa,” Doudou replied obediently. She was elated. 

“Good, what a good child,” Grandpa Wang praised her happily. The more he looked at her, the more he 

liked her. 

“Stop daydreaming. The dishes are getting cold. Let’s eat quickly.” 

Everyone started moving their chopsticks. 

The dinner was sumptuous. The family drank some alcohol to celebrate surviving this disaster. 

Doudou had a taste too. Wang Teng tapped his chopsticks in the alcohol and placed them in her mouth. 

The atmosphere was harmonious. The fear and anxiety during the day were dispersed entirely. 

After dinner, everyone went to the living room for a casual chat. The elders and the youngsters gathered 

in two different groups. 

Wang Teng and Lin Chuhan sat together unconsciously. They played with Doudou and enjoyed this 

sweet moment. 

“I think we can start preparing for their wedding.” Grandpa Wang smiled as he watched them. 

“I think so too. However, we’ll have to ask for the children’s opinions first.” The smile on Mother Lin’s 

face never disappeared. She was extremely satisfied with Wang Teng. Where would she find another 

outstanding son-in-law like him? 



Chapter 774: A Great Sale~ 

In the villa, the Wang family was happy and harmonious. 

Grandpa Wang, Wang Shengguo, and Li Xiumei started discussing Wang Teng and Lin Chuhan’s wedding 

with Mother Lin and Father Lin. 

Father Lin’s health had improved greatly with the help of Wang Teng’s dan medications. He wasn’t as 

weak as before. The improvement of the Lin family gave him hope, and he rekindled his desire to live. 

He stopped locking himself in his room and drowning himself with alcohol. 

A prosthesis was fitted on his leg, so he could move around freely like a normal person. 

However, he had been through too much, so he looked weary and time-beaten. His hair was white, but 

he still looked handsome. If not, he wouldn’t have two beautiful daughters, Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia. 

In summary, this was a handsome middle-aged man~ 

He couldn’t help but smile when he talked about Wang Teng and Lin Chuhan. 

“Mom, Dad, Grandpa, it’s too early for you guys to talk about this. The alien invasion hasn’t been solved 

yet,” Wang Teng walked over and said in a helpless tone. 

“Hahaha, you can continue your date, and we’ll continue our chat. It’s not conflicting,” Grandpa Wang 

laughed and replied. He seemed open about this topic. 

“Sure, you make a lot of sense.” Wang Teng didn’t expect his grandpa to be so cheeky. 

No one was held up. Great! 

Lin Chuhan felt embarrassed. She played with Doudou and pretended that she didn’t hear anything. 

At this moment, there was a knock on the door. 

Everyone was stunned. Grandpa Wang said to Wang Teng’s little cousin, Wang Haoran, “Little Ran, 

check the door.” 

“Okay!” Wang Haoran stood up with his phone and ran to open the door while playing his game. 

After some time, he came back with an elder. 

“Major General Wang, I’m sorry to disturb you at this time of the night.” 

This elder was the family head of the Sun family from Capital Xia. He had met Wang Teng during the 

banquet. 

“It’s Old Sun!” Wang Teng stood up to welcome him. 

He might be powerful, but this elder was still many years older than him. It wouldn’t hurt to give him 

some respect. Also, being polite would make it easier for him to coerce more money from him. 

“Who is this?” Grandpa Wang stood up and asked Wang Teng. 



“This is the family head of the Sun family, one of the top ten elite families from Capital Xia,” Wang Teng 

introduced. 

“The Sun family!” Grandpa Wang was stunned. He hurriedly said to Wang Teng’s aunt beside him, “Huili, 

make some tea.” 

Zhao Huili was preparing to be an audience when she got called by Grandpa Wang. She was stunned for 

a moment. 

This was Wang Teng’s guest. Why didn’t he ask Li Xiumei to make the tea? Why call her? 

Zhao Huili complained to herself in frustration. But she didn’t dare to refute. She got up obediently and 

went to make tea. 

“It’s alright, it’s alright. I’ll leave after a short conversation.” The family head of the Sun family waved his 

hand and said to Wang Teng, “Major General Wang, you should already know the purpose of my visit. I’ll 

get straight to the point. How much is the scripture? Please tell me directly.” 

“Please have a seat.” Wang Teng signaled him to sit down. 

After he sat down, Wang Teng continued, “Your ability right now isn’t enough for you to advance to the 

planetary stage. You can try converting your Force first.” 

“What is this Force conversion?” The family head of the Sun family had a great attitude. He listened to 

the advice humbly. 

“It means converting your normal Force into constellation Force. You can think of the constellation 

Force as a higher form of energy. This is a necessary requirement for you to advance to the planetary 

stage.” Wang Teng didn’t mind everyone’s presence and explained the idea to him on the spot. 

The family head of the Sun family nodded. He looked at Wang Teng and waited for him to continue. 

“Nothing, that’s it,” Wang Teng said. 

“Cough, what do you mean?” the old man asked carefully. He didn’t think that Wang Teng said that just 

to explain the concept to him. 

“My meaning is very simple. You can buy this skill that converts Force into constellation Force,” Wang 

Teng smiled and said. 

“Isn’t it the entire planetary stage scripture?” the family head of the Sun family asked. His heart skipped 

a beat. 

“Do you think you have enough assets to buy the entire set of planetary stage scripture?” Wang Teng 

raised his eyebrows. 

“Erm… I can’t afford it.” Old Sun felt a stab in his heart. He shook his head in exasperation. 

“That’s right. So, you can buy the conversion method first and think about the advancement part later. 

I’m thinking of you. I have no selfish motives,” Wang Teng said righteously. 

As if I will believe you. The family head of the Sun family rolled his eyes in his heart. 



The Wang family raised their heads and looked at the ceiling. They felt that Wang Teng was scamming 

the old man, so they shouldn’t interrupt him. 

“How much is the conversion skill?” The family head of the Sun family asked. 

“Not much.” Wang Teng opened his mouth. Before the family head of the Sun family could smile, he 

continued, “You can just give me 50 billion RMB.” 

“How much?!” The old man almost jumped up from his seat. 

50 billion! 

Wang Teng was trying to swallow all his assets! 

This young man was heartless! 

The family head of the Sun family looked at Wang Teng as if he were a devil wearing a sinister smile. 

The Wang family was thunderstruck too. 

50 billion! Oh my god, 50 billion! 

What kind of scripture was that? Despite being incomplete, it cost 50 billion! 

Wang Shenghong and Wang Shengjun couldn’t help but gasp in shock. Calm down, calm down. Damn it, 

I can’t calm down! 

Wang Shengguo and Li Xiumei looked at Wang Teng. They wanted to see if he had the words 

‘unscrupulous merchant’ printed on his forehead. 

1 

Was this truly their son? 

Was he a gene mutation! 

The Wang family was also conducting business, but they had never thought of doing such a big deal. 

It was unbelievable. 

Grandpa Wang’s expression didn’t change, but the corners of his eyes twitched a little. He tried his best 

to hide his astonishment. 

No matter what, Wang Teng was the descendant of their Wang family. 

Nothing wrong with that! 

Wang Teng’s aunt was making some tea. When she heard 50 billion, her hand shook, and she dropped 

the cup of tea she was pouring. She hurriedly held the cup up and smiled awkwardly before pouring 

another cup. 

Everyone regained their senses because of her interruption. 

The family head of the Sun family lifted the teacup and gulped a mouthful to calm his nerves. He didn’t 

care if it was scalding or not. 



“Can it be cheaper? 50 billion… is too expensive!” he said bitterly. 

“Family Head Sun, this is already a discounted price. It’s heavily discounted in fact.” Wang Teng said 

earnestly, “You don’t know how expensive planetary stage scriptures are. I’m not lying. Many people in 

the universe won’t be able to afford a planetary stage scripture even after working hard for their entire 

life. 

“I’m offering this great sale because we are fellow Earthlings. Earning money is secondary. The main 

point is to give everyone a path that leads to the planetary stage! 

“You will be able to walk out of Earth at that time. Once you have reached the planetary stage, you can 

tour the universe without any external help and have the right to step into a wider world. 

“What’s a bit of money compared to that?” 

The Wang family watched Wang Teng as he coaxed the family head of the Sun family. They felt that they 

were looking at a sly fox in human clothing. 

Chapter 775: The Item The Leader Of Martial Arts Used For Exchange 

The family head of the Sun family trembled as he lifted his teacup. He was snowed by Wang Teng’s 

words. Although it was expensive, he also felt that what Wang Teng made sense. 

This was a planetary stage scripture. 50 billion wasn’t expensive. 

But the family head of the Sun family still felt that something was wrong… 

He suspected that Wang Teng was bluffing. 

“Mister Sun, I gave you the discount because you’re the first buyer. The others after you won’t get this 

price.” Wang Teng decided to add some oil to the fire when he noticed his indecisiveness. 

The family head of the Sun family was surprised. He didn’t think that he would be the first. 

Based on what Wang Teng said, he might really increase the price for the people behind him. He wanted 

to bargain but decided not to. He should buy and leave quickly. The price might change if he dragged the 

deal. 

“Alright, 50 billion it is!” the head of the Sun family gritted his teeth and said firmly. 

The two of them made a secret transaction, and the item was passed to the head of the Sun family. 

The old man left Wang Teng’s villa happily after he received the planetary stage conversion skill. From 

his expression, he seemed excited. 

This was like buying a car. You might feel heartbroken when you made the payment, but after getting 

the car, you would be over the moon. 

… 

Grandpa Wang and the others widened their eyes in surprise when they saw Wang Teng earning 50 

billion with a snap of his fingers. They stared at him intently. 



This money came too easy! 

It was like a breeze and felt so unreal. 

“Why are you staring at me?” Wang Teng kept the money and turned around, only to see everyone 

staring at him. 

“Son, what kind of scripture is that? Why is it so expensive?” Wang Shengguo asked. He couldn’t control 

his curiosity. 

“These aliens are a level above the general stage, which is the planetary stage I just mentioned. The 

scripture I sold to the family head of the Sun family will allow him to break through to that stage,” Wang 

Teng explained. 

“The planetary stage!” The Wang family was surprised. 

“This is an important scripture. Is it alright for you to pass it to them so easily?” Grandpa Wang asked 

with a shimmer in his eyes. 

“Don’t worry. I’m only giving them the conversion skill that is one part of the scripture. By the time they 

finish the conversion, I’ll have progressed much further. I won’t need to worry about them causing 

trouble.” 

“It’s good that you know what you’re doing.” Grandpa Wang had seen many examples of the farmer and 

the snake story. He hoped that Wang Teng wouldn’t be the farmer. 

It was better for one to be a little selfish sometimes. 

Wang Teng nodded. He was willing to sell the scripture to others because he wanted to open another 

advancement path for the martial warriors on Earth. He was also not concerned that others would 

surpass him. 

While they were chatting, another knock was heard. 

The crowd glanced at one another. 

“Is it for the scripture again?” Grandpa Wang asked curiously. 

“Most likely.” Wang Teng nodded. 

“This is honestly a great sale.” Everyone was speechless. 

“Haha, what better way to recover my cost?” Wang Teng sniggered. 

Grandpa Wang asked Wang Haoran to open the door again. 

The other children from the young family were astounded. 50 billion RMB was earned so easily. It felt 

like a dream. 

They anticipated what would happen later, wondering how much money Wang Teng would earn. 

Wang Haoran immediately went to open the door. 



Very soon, a middle-aged man was brought into the living room. Wang Teng smiled and started another 

round of discussion… 

Many people visited the Wang family that night. All of them came to buy the scripture. 

To the Wang family, these people were all here to give Wang Teng money. One gift cost a few billion. 

They were wealthy and stupid! 

Wang Shenghong, Wang Shengjun, Zhao Huili, Mother Lin, and Father Lin were all in a daze. 

How much money was this? 

They couldn’t even count anymore. 

They saw Wang Teng building his wealth to a frightening level within one night. Everyone found it 

unbelievable. 

They even had an illusion. 

This wasn’t money. It was just a long string of numbers! 

Zhao Huili was jealous. 

This money belonged to Wang Teng and his family. It wasn’t for the entire Wang family. They wouldn’t 

get any of it. 

This was an exciting night for the Wang family. Everyone had insomnia. 

After everyone went to bed, Wang Teng came to the roof of the villa alone and laid down. He gazed at 

the stars in the night sky. 

What he did tonight was just the start. The effects would be seen after some time. A new batch of 

planetary-stage martial warriors would appear on Earth soon. 

How far these people would go was unknown. Wang Teng had his hopes up though. 

“What are you thinking?” A voice sounded behind him. 

Wang Teng turned and saw a person a few steps away. His face slowly appeared in his vision. The person 

stood on the roof with his hands behind his back. 

It was the Leader of martial arts! 

Wang Teng didn’t reply to him. He smiled and said, “I thought you wouldn’t come.” 

“I’m just an ordinary guy. I can’t resist the temptation of a planetary stage scripture either,” the Leader 

shook his head and replied. He didn’t hide his intention or his ambition. 

“Everyone is working hard to forge ahead on this path. It’s nothing to be ashamed of.” Wang Teng 

smiled. 

“I have been stuck at the entrance for a long time.” The Leader was a little emotional. 

“Do you want the conversion skill or the entire planetary stage scripture?” 



“The entire scripture, of course.” An item appeared in the Leader’s hand. He threw it toward Wang Teng 

and continued, “This is a fair exchange. I won’t let you suffer a loss. This is a star bone I took from an 

alien. I’d like to exchange it for the scripture. I think it’s enough.” 

“What is this?” Wang Teng was shocked when he took over the item. 

Star bone! 

This was the star bone from a Universe Behemoth! 

Wang Teng felt the strange fluctuations coming from the star bone in his hand. He activated his Eyes of 

Essence and saw the dense and complicated patterns on the star bone clearly. 

“This item is enough.” Wang Teng nodded. He didn’t waste any time and took out the Star Metal 

Scripture for the Leader. 

The Leader had metal Force! 

The Leader of martial arts stood on the spot with a sharp glint in his eyes. He seemed to be 

comprehending the uniqueness of this scripture. 

After some time, he let out a long sigh and muttered to himself, “So this is the planetary stage scripture! 

“You need to find the sea of nihility and form stars with your Force. Then, you will be able to overcome 

the status of life. 

“Impressive indeed!” 

Wang Teng smiled when he saw his expression. “Why don’t you go back and try it out?” 

“I apologize for my actions. I almost couldn’t control myself.” The Leader shook his head bitterly. He 

didn’t maintain an arrogant attitude because of his status. 

Wang Teng kept the star bone and shook his head. “No one could maintain their composure after 

getting the scripture from me.” 

“It’s a planetary stage scripture after all. It signals a new path. By giving the scripture, you’re opening an 

unknown path for Earth.” 

“Haha, I just want to see how Earth will advance,” Wang Teng said. 

“I think we won’t disappoint you.” The Leader paused before asking, “Are you leaving tomorrow?” 

“Yes. It’s better to take action as soon as possible so that the aliens won’t have time to react.” Wang 

Teng nodded. 

“Be careful. I’ll take care of the Wang family. Let them stay in the military for now.” 

“Thank you.” Wang Teng nodded. 

“You’re welcome.” The Leader shook his head. “I’m leaving. I’ll wait for your success.” 

“Success!” 



Chapter 776: The Start Of His Hunt! 

The next day, the Wang family woke up one after another. All of them had dark circles and were 

yawning with tears and gum in their eyes. 

They couldn’t sleep the entire night, only dozing off in the early morning. 

Grandpa Wang came to the living room. Li Xiumei, Zhao Huili, and the other ladies were already 

preparing breakfast. 

There were disadvantages of having a large family staying together. With so many people, it was 

troublesome to cook for everyone. A lot of ingredients needed to be prepared for a simple breakfast. 

The ladies spent half an hour making breakfast even though there were many of them. 

When Grandpa Wang saw breakfast being served, he said to Fang Qianwen beside him, “Qianwen, see if 

your cousin is awake.” 

“Oh, okay.” Fang Qianwen had just brushed her teeth and hadn’t woken up fully. She nodded and went 

upstairs. 

Wang Teng was the pillar of the Wang family. Grandpa Wang wasn’t planning to start the breakfast 

without him. 

“Sister, I want to go too.” Little Doudou shot out from the side and ran to catch up with Fang Qianwen 

with her short legs. 

“Slow down. Don’t trip,” Li Xiumei reminded her. 

After some time, Fang Qianwen came down while holding Doudou’s hand. She said in a strange tone, 

“Cousin isn’t in his room. I wonder where he went?” 

“Yes, he’s not inside. Brother has woken up already.” Doudou nodded her little head in agreement. 

“He’s not around?” Grandpa Wang was surprised. 

“He might have gone out for morning practice. Dad, let’s eat first. Don’t wait for him,” Wang Shengguo 

said in a casual tone. 

“In that case, let’s sit down and have breakfast.” Grandpa Wang nodded. 

Everyone sat down around the dining table. Just when they were about to start eating, a ray of light lit 

up above the dining table, and a figure appeared. It was Wang Teng. 

“Grandpa, Mom, Dad, when everyone sees this video, I’d have already left. You can stay in Capital Xia 

for now. The Leader of martial arts has promised me to take care of you, so don’t worry about safety. I 

have to leave for some time to attend to a matter. I don’t know when I’ll be back. Don’t miss me!” 

A voice came out of the video. After ending his speech, the light shut down, and the image disappeared 

as well. 

Everyone went silent. 

“Stupid child, he didn’t even bid farewell before leaving,” Li Xiumei complained. Her eyes turned red. 



She knew what Wang Teng had left to do, and her expression turned anxious. She was concerned about 

his safety. 

Worry appeared on Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia’s faces too. They didn’t expect Wang Teng to leave so 

quickly. He left before they could have a proper chat. 

This time, his enemies were the gifted martial warriors from the universe. They were many times 

stronger than the martial warriors on Earth. The family wondered if Wang Teng would come back alive. 

They started to feel frustrated. They were honestly useless. They couldn’t offer any help during crucial 

times and were a burden to Wang Teng most of the time instead. 

“He probably left quietly because he doesn’t want us to worry.” Grandpa Wang sighed and waved his 

hands. “Don’t worry. We should have more confidence in him. Our Little Teng is the genius of his 

generation, the most powerful martial warrior on Earth. He will be fine.” 

“Before he comes back, stay put in Capital Xia. Don’t run away or cause any trouble. Wait for him to 

return.” 

“Alright, this is it. Let’s eat.” 

… 

At the same time, a large bird with crimson-black feathers was flying above Nanhai. 

This was a handsome and majestic-looking crow. Its crimson eyes were as bright as flames. They gave off 

a sharp gaze, and there was a terrifying aura exuding out of its body. The sea beasts below swam away 

quickly, afraid of provoking it. 

It flew at a fast speed. Every time it flapped its wings, it would travel a hundred meters, leaving behind a 

gale in its wake. 

Yet, there was a person sitting on the back of this crow. He didn’t seem affected by the fierce wind 

around him. His hair didn’t even fly an inch into the air. 

“Country Sylo, Country Annan, Country Glow… these small countries are marked by different colors. It 

looks like they have already been seized,” the person opened his mouth and murmured to himself. 

A hologram of a map shot out from his wristwatch and floated in front of him. This was Wang Teng who 

had left Capital Xia. 

His Queen Phoenix Battlecraft was destroyed, so he had to use Little White as his ride. Fortunately, Little 

White was a lord-level wild beast now, so it could move quickly. He wouldn’t waste much time. 

Also, compared to a battlecraft, Little White was a spiritual pet that could maneuver more flexibly. 

Wang Teng was calculating where he should enter from. 

After snatching the blue-haired young man’s personal terminal and investigating it for some time, he 

finally understood how to use it. 



The most important function of the personal terminal was its ability to mark the size of the land that had 

been conquered by the different aliens. 

One of the assessment criteria for this trial was the mass of the land you conquered. 

Looking at it carefully, the map displayed all the zones and countries on Earth. There were many human 

symbols floating above the different counties, which gave off lights of different colors. The rays of lights 

enveloped the area around it, forming different colored zones. 

Country Xia was marked in blue while the neighboring countries, including Country Boar, Country Neon, 

Country Gaosha, Country Talot, Country Annan, and Country Glow were all marked in different colors. 

These counties had all been invaded by aliens. 

This function of the personal terminal was extremely useful. He didn’t have to waste time finding the 

countries with aliens. 

However, once the conqueror of the country changed, the other aliens would notice it right away. 

If Wang Teng’s blue area swallowed too many countries, the other aliens would view him with high 

importance and place more attention on him. They might even work together to resist him. 

That would be troublesome. 

Although Wang Teng was unhappy, he could only shake his head helplessly. He couldn’t change what 

had already happened. He could only accept it unwillingly. 

Wang Teng was surprised that none of the countries around Country Xia managed to escape the 

invasion of the aliens. All of them were colored. It felt like a pack of wolves had surrounded a tiger. 

Country Xia was the tiger while the small countries around it were wolves. They were waiting for the 

right time to swallow this large piece of land. 

However, the aliens didn’t know that the owner of Country Xia had been changed. It was no longer a 

tiger. It was an awakened giant dragon… 

“Let’s take care of the aliens around us first so that I don’t have to worry about the rear,” Wang Teng 

muttered to himself. His gaze turned cold. 

“Little White, to Country Annan!” 

At his order, the majestic crow gave a shrill screech and expanded its wings. It flapped them furiously. 

Swoosh… 

A strong gale was formed, and Little White disappeared from the spot. It carried Wang Teng and flew 

towards their destination at the speed of lightning. 

This was the start of his hunt! 

Chapter 777: Thousand Years Chalcedony Heart 

Country Annan. 



In its capital, Shenglong. 

Little White crossed the ocean and arrived at their destination. 

The first area Wang Teng chose to target was Country Annan. He wasn’t certain where the aliens would 

be, but they were most likely at the capital, just like how the blue-haired young man took over Capital 

Xia. 

This was the easiest and most direct way of conquering a country. 

Wang Teng didn’t plan to hide on this trip. 

He guessed that the alien invaders had different levels of strength. The stronger ones captured larger 

areas while the weaker ones seized smaller pieces of land, waiting to see how things worked out later. 

This was their only choice. 

Country Annan was just a small country. The alien invaders here must be weaker than the blue-haired 

young man, so Wang Teng wasn’t worried. 

As expected, when he reached the capital of Country Annan, Shenglong, he saw a large alien spacecraft 

parked above Plaza Bating. 

If Shenglong was the heart of Country Annan, Plaza Bating was the heart of the capital. 

The plaza was huge and could fit a couple hundred thousand people. This was the gathering and event 

spot for the people in Shenglong. 

The large shadow of the spacecraft cast a gloomy atmosphere over the city. No one dared to step into 

this plaza. 

Wang Teng stared at the spacecraft. He was right. 

This spacecraft was smaller than the blue-haired young man’s by about half a size. Although it was a 

little superficial to judge an alien’s ability by the size of his spacecraft, it was the most direct method. 

Of course, it might be related to his background. 

Or the blue-haired young man might be a premium player. 

Wang Teng suddenly remembered that the blue-haired young man’s space items were still on his body. 

He slapped his head. How could he forget this? 

There might be a lot of good stuff inside! 

Fortunately, the corpse was in his hand, so he could take them out at any time. He didn’t need to hurry. 

Wang Teng wouldn’t put down his guard. No matter how weak these alien invaders were, they were 

planetary-stage martial warriors. He mustn’t underestimate them. 

Wang Teng didn’t hide his movements, so someone immediately noticed his arrival. A few figures flew 

out from the spacecraft and shot towards his location. 



He activated his Spiritual Sight and gauged their ability. These were three martial warriors at the peak of 

the 13-star general stage. They possessed constellation Force, not ordinary Force. 

Normal Force was vastly different from constellation Force. Constellation Force was purer and thicker. 

Under his Spiritual Sight, there were dots of Force crystals shimmering in the balls of lights. They looked 

like stars. 

Wang Teng’s expression didn’t change after knowing their abilities. He wasn’t looking down on them; he 

didn’t even have to look at them! 

“Who are you?” 

The three martial warriors stopped ten meters away from Wang Teng. This was a safe distance, or so 

they thought. If Wang Teng attacked them, they had time to react. 

The 13-star general stage was powerful. It would only take an instant for them to travel more than ten 

meters. 

These aliens weren’t speaking in Earth language. However, Wang Teng wasn’t worried. He was aware of 

the personal terminal’s language translation function. This was why the blue-haired young man was able 

to communicate with him. 

The guy didn’t speak their language. The personal terminal was translating for him. 

But these martial warriors in front weren’t in the planetary stage. They weren’t participants of the trial. 

Instead, they were just the candidate’s subordinates or his sidekicks. They didn’t have the personal 

terminal, so they couldn’t communicate with Wang Teng. 

The language translation function in the personal terminal was able to translate a large number of alien 

languages. Even if Earth’s languages weren’t recorded into the universe language database, the personal 

terminal could come up with the translation using its powerful calculation ability. This was how 

advanced this technology was. 

Hence, normal martial warriors wouldn’t be able to possess it. 

Wang Teng had a personal terminal now, so the language barrier wasn’t a problem for him. 

The martial warriors were using the common universe language. The meaning of their words was sent 

into Wang Teng’s mind after the personal terminal translated it. 

“Tell me, where’s the candidate of this country?” When Wang Teng spoke, the personal terminal would 

translate his words too. To the alien martial warriors, he was speaking in the universal language. 

This was how special the personal terminal was. No one would be able to detect the difference. 

Once again, Wang Teng realized how advanced the alien civilization was. Earth’s technology was nothing 

compared to theirs! 

The martial warriors’ expressions changed. They thought that Wang Teng was a candidate and had come 

to snatch their land. 



“Mister!” The martial warriors didn’t dare resist. They knew how powerful planetary-stage martial 

warriors were. The general stage was as weak as an ant in front of the planetary stage. They didn’t dare 

to be conceited and immediately bowed with respect. 

There was an unspoken rule during the trial. When fighting for land, the candidates rarely killed their 

opponent’s subordinates. 

To the candidates, the subordinates weren’t part of the trial. Also, they were at most at the general 

stage. They wouldn’t pose any threat to them. Also, every single area required men to watch over it. The 

locals of the country might not surrender so easily. 

In comparison, these alien martial warriors were easier to use. 

Thus, the candidates didn’t bother to kill them. However, if they went overboard, they didn’t mind lifting 

their fingers and ending their lives. 

Wang Teng was stunned when he saw the attitude of these alien martial warriors. 

Were they all so timid? 

The subordinates of the blue-haired young man weren’t so easy to speak to. They were all extremely 

fierce. 

He didn’t know that these alien martial warriors felt superior in front of Earthlings. They looked down on 

him because he was a local from Earth. After following the blue-haired young man for some time, they 

got influenced by him and started to be arrogant and domineering too. 

The three martial warriors in front of him treated him as a candidate. To them, every candidate came 

from a powerful background or possessed exceptional talent. They didn’t dare to resist. 

Humans were cowardly at times. 

They looked down on people with a lower status than them, but they would grovel in front of those who 

had more power than them, even willing to be their slaves. 

Wang Teng read the situation and immediately put on an arrogant expression. He started his acting, 

saying in an indifferent voice, “Stop talking nonsense. Let me ask you again. Where is the candidate?” 

“Erm…” The martial warriors didn’t dare to offend him. However, they were still a little hesitant. If they 

betrayed their young master, they would have a hard time in the future. 

“Hmph!” Wang Teng snorted. A crimson glow appeared in his eyes, shooting into one of the martial 

warrior’s eyes. 

Bewitch! 

The martial warrior got hit by the attack. He started to lose focus and lost his consciousness. 

The other two martial warriors were flabbergasted. 

“Tell me!” Wang Teng shouted. 



“Our young master is the son of the leader of the Hailang Mercenary Group. He found a wakening spot 

and is heading there now,” the martial warrior replied without any expressions. 

“The Hailang Mercenary Group!” Wang Teng was surprised. He felt that the factions in the universe 

were different from what he had expected. There were even mercenary groups, and they seemed to be 

quite powerful! 

Wang Teng didn’t think too much. “Where is this place?” 

“At Country Glow. The martial warriors there found a Thousand Years Chalcedony Heart. Our young 

master is going there to snatch it from them,” the martial warrior replied. 

A Thousand Years Chalcedony Heart… Wondering to himself, Wang Teng’s gaze turned sharp. He knew 

that Country Glow was known for producing jades, but he didn’t think that they would have such a rare 

treasure. 

It was definitely something extraordinary since two planetary-stage martial warriors were willing to fight 

for it. 

Wang Teng suddenly got interested. How could he not join this fight? 

He asked a few more questions and got all the information he could from the three martial warriors. 

He learned that the candidate from Country Annan wasn’t the only one going to snatch the Thousand 

Years Chalcedony Heart. The candidate from Country Sylo was on the way too. 

That meant that there were three candidates in Country Glow now! 

Fortunately, none of them was at the third level of the planetary stage like the blue-haired young man. 

Two of them were at the first level and the last one was at the second level. 

No wonder they could only take over small countries like Country Glow, Country Annan, and Country 

Sylo. 

The blue-haired young man was able to suppress all three of them alone. 

Chapter 778: Below The Mine 

North of Country Glow. 

There were mineral lodes near the Wulu River and the Kengdi River situated at the border of Shijie 

Province and Keqin Special Administrative Region. 

There were a few thousand small and big mines scattered in this area, with figures working hard in 

them. These were the local miners. 

The situation in the mining industry was complicated. There were companies with an official 

background, companies with local warlords supporting them, and companies owned by local wealthy 

families. They were also corporations jointly owned by local and overseas investors. 

The relations were so complicated that normal people wouldn’t be able to snatch any of the business. 

However, these mines were all controlled by the aliens now. None of the factions dared to resist. 



Wang Teng reached this place more than an hour later. He used his Spiritual Sight to scan the area, but 

he didn’t see any planetary-stage martial warriors. 

“Have they left?” Wang Teng frowned. 

“Who are you?” A martial warrior flew over and blocked Wang Teng’s path. 

He was at the 11-star general stage, and he looked like a martial warrior from Earth. 

“Where are the alien invaders?” Wang Teng asked directly. 

“How dare you call the three lords like that!” the martial warriors’ expression changed as he shouted at 

Wang Teng. 

Wang Teng’s gaze turned cold. “You’re an Earthling, but you’ve betrayed your home planet.” 

“Damn it!” The martial warrior’s expression turned ugly. His face turned distorted, and he charged 

toward Wang Teng with a blade in his hand. 

“Impudent!” Wang Teng’s expression didn’t change. A sharp glow flew out of his body and twirled 

around the martial warrior. 

Splurt! 

A severed arm holding a blade flew high into the air. The blood splattered more than three meters away. 

“Ah!” The martial warrior widened his eyes in fear, screaming in pain. 

“I hate betrayers,” Wang Teng said indifferently. 

“You!” The martial warrior’s face turned pale. Cold sweat poured down his forehead, and he kept 

retreating while screaming, “Who are you!?” 

“Someone that kills alien invaders.” Wang Teng snorted. 

“You! You! You!” 

To the martial warrior, this was treason. After shouting these three words, he didn’t know what to say 

anymore. 

“Get over here!” Wang Teng released his spiritual power. It formed an invisible hand and grabbed the 

martial warrior’s body. 

The martial warrior was flabbergasted. He struggled frantically but to no avail. He was dragged back by a 

huge force. 

“No, don’t kill me…” He panicked. He was terrified. 

Wang Teng couldn’t care less about his mental well-being. He used his Bewitch skill to control him and 

asked him for the location of the three candidates. 

“They’re at the bottom of the mine,” Wang Teng mumbled to himself. He flew in the direction where 

the martial warrior had pointed. 



A bloody hole appeared on the martial warrior’s forehead. He had already lost all signs of life and 

dropped to the ground. 

The other martial warriors on the ground ran away when they saw this scene. 

A few rays of light flew out from Wang Teng’s body and chased after those martial warriors. He killed all 

of them, sparing no one. 

Traitors should die! 

But these were just small fries. The real alien martial warriors weren’t here. 

Mid-flight, he saw many small tents built over the mining area. These were to block the sunlight and act 

as landmarks. 

Wang Teng floated down in front of a tent. A few alien martial warriors were stationed here. They 

walked over immediately when they saw an invader. 

“Who are you?” One of the alien invaders asked using the common universe language. 

“Get off!” Wang Teng didn’t show any mercy. The rays of light shot out again and flew towards the alien 

invaders. 

“Damn it!” The alien martial warriors’ expressions changed. They immediately retreated. 

However, they were just at the 13-star general stage, so they couldn’t withstand Wang Teng’s flying 

dagger attack. 

The flying daggers slit their throats, spilling fresh blood everywhere. 

“Argh!” 

The alien martial warriors’ eyes widened in shock as they clutched their throats. They fell back 

unwillingly. 

Constellation Force (Earth)*20 

Constellation Force (Water)*32 

Constellation Force (Metal)*25 

… 

Wang Teng stepped over the corpses while picking up the attribute bubbles scattered on the ground. He 

came to the mine and looked down. 

He activated his Spiritual Sight and saw through the layers of obstacles. Finally, he managed to see three 

glaring balls of light near the end of his vision. 

“My intermediate stage Spiritual Sight allows me to see 2000 meters ahead of me. This means that 

they’re approximately 2000 meters underground.” 

Wang Teng frowned, muttering to himself, “They are not fighting over the Thousand Years Chalcedony 

Heart. Have they decided to cooperate with one another? 



“It’s possible that they had no other choice but to work together to seize other pieces of land. The 

Thousand Years Chalcedony Heart might become an opportunity for them instead.” 

Wang Teng touched his chin and wondered to himself. 

“Two of these three martial warriors are at the first-level planetary stage while the other one is at the 

second-level planetary stage. As expected. I have nothing to be afraid of.” 

Wang Teng jumped down the mine and executed his Shadow Merging Secret Skill, fusing into the 

darkness and crawling towards the location where the three candidates were. 

At the bottom. 

The three candidates were making their way down. There was a machine with a drill at the front. As the 

drill spun at high speed, the rock in front of them broke like a piece of tofu and revealed a path down. 

“Eric, how much longer?” a lofty and muscular man with brown hair asked. 

The man called Eric was another young man with brown hair. He looked at the detector in his hand and 

said, “We’re almost there. We’re more than 2000 meters below the ground and will reach the Thousand 

Years Chalcedony Heart around 300 meters later.” 

“Basa, it’s still early. Why are you so impatient?” Another easy-going green-haired young man chuckled. 

The muscular Basa didn’t seem to like this green-haired young man. However, he still replied to him in a 

frustrated tone, “Our families spent much effort to give us the right to participate in this trial. They 

didn’t send us here to play. Our abilities are at the bottom of all the martial warriors present. However, 

if we get the Thousand Years Chalcedony Heart, our strength will increase greatly. We can work 

together and snatch more land from the other talents. We can’t waste any time. How can I be patient?” 

“Basa is right. Wulf, you should work harder. If you fail this trial, your father will break your leg,” Eric 

said calmly. 

“Alright, alright, you guys are right. I’ll work harder. We haven’t reached it, right. There’s no use being 

impatient now. Stupid driller. Eric, can’t you change to a better one?” Wulf shrugged and shook his head 

helplessly. 

Chapter 779: I’m Wang Teng From Earth! (1) 

Eric’s face turned black. These two fellows didn’t bring any drills, yet they were complaining about his. 

He had brought a low-class driller, which was good enough to serve its purpose. However, this Wulf kept 

complaining. If their elders didn’t know each other, he wouldn’t have agreed to work with him. 

The driller was done quickly. After a few minutes, they drilled three hundred meters into the ground, 

and a large hole appeared below them. 

The driller almost fell in. Luckily, Eric caught it in time. 

“We’re here!” Wulf and Basa’s eyes lit up as they looked into the hole. 



Green light swarmed out of the entrance, giving their faces a green hue. They were overjoyed. They 

glanced at one another before jumping down the hole. 

None of them noticed a figure hiding in the dark a few meters behind them, watching their every move 

silently. 

Wang Teng didn’t follow them right away. He used his Spiritual Sight to scan the area below first. 

He noticed a large patch of green light filled with a special energy fluctuation. 

At the same time, in his vision, the three candidates had already left the entrance of the hole. Wang 

Teng walked over with ease and jumped down the hole. 

The scene below was amazing. It was like a stalactite cave. Icicle-shaped jades hung from the roof. 

Bang! 

A drop of water dripped down the jade icicle, making a crisp and clear sound in this quiet and spacious 

cave. 

It was impossible to see this scene in a mine, but it appeared now. 

Wang Teng was filled with amazement. He scanned the cave and found the three candidates. The cave 

wasn’t big, so they were only ten meters in front of him. 

They were gathered around a large piece of jade. 

This jade was entirely emerald green and crystal clear. It was etched on the ground, with only half of it 

revealed. 

The three candidates had their eyes trained on this piece of jade after they entered the cave. 

“This is it. This must be the Thousand Years Chalcedony Heart.” Eric’s face was filled with happiness. 

“What are we waiting for? Let’s break it and take out the chalcedony heart!” Basa couldn’t wait 

anymore. He would have hammered his fist and broken the piece of jade if he had any jade knowledge. 

He didn’t do it because he was afraid of destroying the chalcedony heart. 

“Eric, act already.” Wulf’s eyes were glistening too. He urged his companion at the side. 

“Yes!” Eric didn’t hesitate. He took out his tool and started breaking the jade. 

The tool he was holding looked like a cutter, but it was more exquisite. It didn’t rely on mechanical 

blades to cut the jade. Instead, it shot out thin blades of white light under Eric’s operation. They were as 

sharp as blades. 

“Move aside.” Eric pierced the jade with his cutter. An entire portion of jade got sliced like a piece of 

butter. 

“Eric, be careful. Don’t damage the chalcedony heart,” Wulf exclaimed involuntarily. 

“Shut up.” Eric’s face turned black. “Don’t speak if you don’t understand. I’m a professional mining 

engineer. This is nothing to me.” 



“Alright, alright. You can do your job. I’ll keep quiet,” Wulf said hurriedly. He had no temper. 

“Wulf, do you see the darkest area in the middle? If I’m right, that is the exact position of the 

chalcedony heart. Eric isn’t cutting near that area yet,” Basa said. He seemed to have noticed something. 

“Learn from Basa. He might look rough, but he’s detailed. You don’t know anything,” Eric reprimanded 

him again. 

Wulf took a look and realized he was right. He felt a little embarrassed and awkward. It was so obvious, 

but he didn’t notice it. That muscular Basa was better than him. 

“Mining engineer!” Wang Teng whispered to himself in the dark. He didn’t know that there was such an 

unpopular profession. It looked like the universe was more interesting than he had imagined. 

While Wang Teng was lost in thought, Eric had sliced off the exterior of the jade. A squarish piece was 

left. 

The jade’s color was exceptional. It was extremely dense and bright. This was definitely an imperial-

grade piece of jade. Moreover, it was huge. This was an expensive item. 

However, Eric treated it like a random stone found on the side of the road. He sliced it without batting 

an eye. 

The three martial warriors’ gazes were fixed on the part of jade that was cut out. 

“What do we do now?” Basa asked excitedly. 

“We need to remove the outer layer. However, this layer is very close to the chalcedony heart, so we 

have to be extra careful.” 

Eric bent down and took out many tools from his space ring. Wang Teng was stunned. 

Was this what a mining engineer did? 

Was he a fake mining engineer? 

Wang Teng complained to himself. However, he still stared at Eric’s hand to watch how he operated. 

Eric held the tools and started cutting and polishing the jade. He slowly removed the outer layer. There 

were many techniques involved in the process. 

He seemed extremely afraid of touching the chalcedony heart in the center. Hence, he was exceptionally 

careful. Perspiration appeared on his forehead while he was working. 

Chapter 780: I’m Wang Teng From Earth! (2) 

Wulf and Basa didn’t dare to make any sound. They were afraid of interrupting him. 

Honestly, Wang Teng also felt nervous when he saw this scene. He was worried that Eric would damage 

the chalcedony heart inside with a tremble of his hand. 

Suddenly, Wang Teng was stunned. 

He saw a few attribute bubbles dropping from Eric’s body. 



Seriously? You can drop attribute bubbles now? Wang Teng was astounded. He hurriedly picked them 

up. 

Mining Skill*5 

Mining Skill*2 

Mining Skill*1 

… 

As the attribute bubbles merged into his body, some basic knowledge of mining appeared in Wang 

Teng’s mind. 

Mining skill! 

This was a skill that allowed him to locate mines and mine them. 

There was ample knowledge encompassed in this skill. It required an accumulation of experience over a 

long time, so this was a profound occupation. 

Eric might seem a little unconvincing, but the real mining engineer was extremely powerful. 

How powerful was he? 

You might not believe it, but a master-level mining engineer could locate a mine with one look. He could 

even detect what kind of ore was present in that mine. 

In this universe, this was a high-class and well-recognized profession. 

There were many planets in the universe with all kinds of mines on each of them. Some had more, some 

had less. Some were ordinary, some were precious. Hence, mining engineers were extremely important. 

After all, not everything could be detected by machines. Many special ores with strange energies in 

them would interfere with the mechanics of the machines, so they couldn’t be detected. 

When the tycoons discovered a new planet, they would hire one or multiple mining engineers with huge 

salaries to scout the planet for ores. 

Also, many mining works needed the guidance of mining engineers. They might even do it personally to 

prevent damaging the value of the ores or stones. 

This was the value of mining engineers. 

Wang Teng was stunned. He didn’t think that this profession was so useful. He started to view it with 

high importance. 

He looked at his attributes panel and saw a new secondary profession. 

Mining Engineer: 8/100 (foundation) 

He got speechless upon seeing the eight points of attributes. This Eric was too unprofessional. He 

dropped so few attributes. 



No wonder this fellow spent so much effort and took such a long time to slice this jade. I thought it was 

difficult, but he’s just an amateur. Wang Teng thought to himself and shook his head. 

At this moment, Eric finally completed his work on the jade. He took out the chalcedony heart. 

“Sigh~” Holding the chalcedony heart, Eric heaved a long sigh of relief. He said happily, “I finally 

extracted it.” 

Wulf and Basa exchanged glances with each other. They wiped the cold sweat off their foreheads in 

unplanned unison. 

“I don’t want to look at Eric’s mining anymore. It’s torture.” 

“That’s right. I won’t look at it anymore!” 

“He still says that he’s a mining engineer. He’s not professional at all.” 

“Amateur!” 

“Amateur!” 

They used voice transmission to complain about Eric many times. But very soon, their mood changed. 

They stared intently at the Thousand Years Chalcedony Heart. 

The chalcedony heart was like a jade egg. It sparkled brightly. The emerald green light it gave off was 

mesmerizing. 

“Our ability will rise by a level with the help of this,” Wulf said excitedly. 

“I might be able to break through to the second-level planetary stage,” Basa said with enthusiastic eyes. 

“What? You’re about to achieve a breakthrough?” Eric and Wulf were shocked. 

“Yes, soon!” Basa nodded. 

“In that case, let’s go back and cultivate as soon as possible.” Eric took out a jade box carved with lock 

runes and placed the chalcedony heart inside. 

Just as he was about to keep the jade box, a change occurred. 

An invisible force intertwined around the jade box. Before anyone could react, the force pulled it over. 

The box fell out of his hand. 

“Who is it?” Eric was shocked. He shouted and wanted to snatch his box back. 

But it was too late. The jade box traveled more than ten meters away in an instant. At the same time, 

Wang Teng’s figure appeared from the dark. He reached out to grab the jade box and kept it in his space 

fragment without a second look. 

“Thanks for your hard work!” Wang Teng finally raised his head after completing the series of actions. 

He turned to look at the three candidates and gave them a smile. 

“Who are you?” Eric’s expression was ugly. 



Basa and Wulf also regained their senses. Their expressions changed when they saw Wang Teng 

snatching the chalcedony heart. They glared at him in anger. 

“Let me introduce myself. I’m… 

“Wang Teng from Earth.” 

Wang Teng was calm and composed. His expression remained the same even though he was facing 

three planetary-stage martial warriors. 

“An Earthling!” The three candidates were stunned. 

They didn’t think that the person who had snatched their treasure was an Earthling! 

Was he foolhardy or was he unafraid of death? 

“Hand over the Thousand Years Chalcedony Heart. If not, I’ll make sure you’ll suffer like hell,” Wulf said 

with a look of disdain. His gaze turned sharp. 

“Did anyone tell you that your green hair is quite pretty?” Wang Teng ignored his threat and changed 

the topic suddenly. 

“You’re tempting fate!” Wulf’s expression turned ugly. 

His green hair had been laughed at by many people ever since he was young. When he grew older, he 

beat up everyone who had teased him before. No one dared to mock him again. 

He didn’t think that one day, an Earthling would dare to laugh at him. 

“It’s alright. Your life will be better when you have a little green over your head,” Wang Teng said. 

“You’ll know the benefits of having green hair in the future.” 
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Wulf’s face turned black. Flames of anger almost shot out of his eyes. “I’m going to kill you!” 

He took a step out before finishing his sentence. Eric and Basa wanted to pull him back, but it was too 

late. 

“Be careful!” 

“He’s trying to enrage you!” 

Their expressions changed as they shouted. 

Wulf could no longer listen to their words. He had arrived in front of Wang Teng in an instant and 

smashed his palm on his head. 

Frightening Force floated around his palm. Anyone’s head would burst if they were hit with this attack, 

including planetary-stage martial warriors if they were caught off guard. 

Wang Teng’s expression didn’t change though. He allowed the strong wind to ruffle this black hair. 

When Wulf’s palm was less than half a meter away from his head, he finally looked up and released his 

fist. 



Boom! 

A terrifying Force surged out within a split second. 

Wang Teng’s fist landed on Wulf’s heart. Boundless Force smashed out of his fist like water from a 

broken dam. 

Wulf’s expression changed. However, it was too late. 

Crack! 

A crisp sound came from his arm. 

His arm twisted like a braid, and his body flew back due to the impact of the force. He spurted a 

mouthful of blood. 

Bang! 

Wulf slammed heavily to the ground. N agonizing scream of pain escaped from his throat. “Ah!” 

“Wulf!” Eric and Basa were shocked. They rushed over and held their companion up. 

Wulf’s face was white. He was trembling from the pain. 

“Are you alright?” Basa asked worriedly. 

“My arm is broken,” Wulf replied with a distorted expression. 

“Who the hell are you?” Eric was appalled. 

How could an Earthling possess such strength? He couldn’t believe it. 

“Wang Teng from Earth.” Wang Teng put down his fist and repeated his words. 

“You’re really an Earthli—a human from Earth!” Eric wanted to call him an Earthling, but he 

remembered his strength and changed his words. 

“You guys look down on Earthlings, but you never imagined that an Earthling will come to kill you one 

day, right?” Wang Teng asked. 

Their faces turned green with anger. 

Just as Wang Teng had said, they felt contemptuous toward Earthlings. Yet they were forced into a 

corner by an Earthling. How ironic. 

“Wait, if you’re an Earthling, why do you have a personal terminal?” Eric asked. 

“Oh, it’s simple. I killed a candidate and got it,” Wang Teng said nonchalantly. He smiled, revealing his 

white teeth. 

The three of them squinted. Waves of bewilderment crashed onto their hearts. 

 


